Language skills, adjustments coming with Mexico Project

FOOTBALL HIGHSCHOOL GRADUATE Eric Cartagena looks over the catalog, preparing for his career at the Bank of America Scholarship Award April 21. In addition to being a straight-A student, Cartagena also wrote for ASB TV Producer. (Photo: Dick Jones)

Eric Cartagena wins BoF regional award

Students in the Bank of America competition are judged on their grades, their participation in student activities, and their potential during a round table discussion. Judges often include presidents of college and top officials in business and industry. According to Yvonne Miltz, associate dean of financial aids at Bakersfield College.

Final noon concert scheduled April 22

The final noon concert of the year will be performed at 12 p.m., Tuesday, April 22, in PA. 10. Olle Brooks, coordinator of the chamber music series emphasis program, said the concert is quite vocal and would be of great interest to all music lovers. The only piece to be performed is by Mendelssohn.

John Marble has one man show this week

By DALOTA DEUTSCH

When BC student John Marble first read the novel "Flowers for Algernon" he was thrilled and decided to perform a one-man show based on the book. Bob Chapman, BC drama instructor, was impressed and recommended that the book be put on a play to be performed March Friday and Saturday.

"Flowers for Algernon," was the plot for the movie "Charlie," in which a 3-year-old mentally retarded man in years has to be taken care of. In the beginning, Charlie is mentally ill, and his best friend is a white man, Algernon. In this show, the idea is to show the reader how Charlie could improve his intelligence. Charlie has the IQ of 78, so he has no real chance to improve. After the performance, the audience, except for John Marble, all thought it was that intelligent. The last act of the show was that Charlie is all that was that crack up. Chapman comments that the production to Flowers for Algernon is shocking.

"The play has a special interest for those who have personal contact with a handicapped person. It's a very believable story," says Chapman. "Flowers for Algernon is also a benefit for the Kern Philharmonic, which will be performed after the play, rather than a play, meaning that all the money from the play is going to the Kern Philharmonic, which is a narrative." Chapman added that the show is "probably the toughest show I've ever done, playing the role of a six-year old." He is also directing the play along with Chapman, who considers himself a technical advisor rather than a director, because he wants to encourage Marble to direct it himself.

"Flowers for Algernon" will be performed at 7:30 p.m. Friday for groups of high school students and a public performance is scheduled for 8 p.m. on Saturday. For both evenings, performances will be preceded in PAS.

Anti-racially Thursday

EUREKA

This is a good time in the Central Valley to see "Flowers for Algernon." The California Composited Information Center contains other information regarding occupations, colleges, job interview tips, and job-seeking techniques.

The show is scheduled for 8 p.m., 5-6 p.m. and Tuesday and Wednesday evenings, 5:30-6:30 p.m.

Placement Test

For students who plan to enroll at Bakersfield College during the summer or fall semester, the test should be taken in the BC Placement Test Office. The test will be given Wednesday, April 19, 1989.

Time line of the day

"World of Light: A Portrait of May Sarton," a 30-minute film on the works of this year's annual Nobel Peace Prize winner, will be shown in the BC Placement Test Office. The test will be given Wednesday, April 19, 1989.

Tar significance

ASB students and faculty members will be in the Campus Center Foyer Monday-Friday, gathering signatures for the Tax Attorney and also representing voters.

Memory course

A 1 1/2 unit course in MEMORY will begin April 14 in the Learning Center. The course will meet once a week for two years. Students must attend two lectures a week. The course will meet on Monday and Wednesday evenings from 6:30-8:30 p.m. The cost is $25 per quarter.
Bakersfield Quartet tries to make listeners think

Jolly: 'The ideals behind rock are dead'

"People in Bakersfield are pigs"

By Greg Goodsell

The Bakersfield Community College's Rocks and Riffs Quartet, which is made up of students from various disciplines, has released an album that tries to make listeners think about the way people are perceived by society. The group, which includes Greg Domen, a biology major, and6

Viewpoint of the writer

The writer of this column is a student at Bakersfield Community College. His column appears every Thursday in The Bakersfield Californian.

By R. L. Lewis

"There are many things we can do to prevent crime, but I believe that the most effective way is for us to be aware of our surroundings and to take precautions. We should always lock our doors, secure our windows, and keep our cars in a garage or other secure place. It's important to be alert and to report any suspicious activity to the police."
Dr. Teasdale emphasizes preventative medicine

By ROSE MINSKY

Dr. Shirley Teasdale, a Kern County physician, recently emerged onto the scene as a small, but powerful, advocate for health care reform. Her presence is notable in the ongoing debate over the future of the medical system and the need for preventive medicine.

During her career, Teasdale has been a vocal proponent of preventive care. She has spoken out against the current system, which she believes places too much emphasis on treatment rather than prevention. Teasdale is a strong advocate for the use of public health strategies to improve the health of the community.

In her practice, Teasdale has seen firsthand the impact of preventive care. She has helped patients prevent or manage chronic conditions, such as diabetes and hypertension, by focusing on lifestyle changes and regular check-ups.

Despite the challenges, Teasdale remains optimistic about the future of preventive medicine. "With the right resources and support," she says, "we can make a real difference."
Campus restaurant offers meals and delicacies

The menu at the restaurant offers a variety of options, including:
- A selection of soups
- Salads
- Sandwiches
- Deli items
- Vegetarian options
- Desserts
- Beverages

The restaurant is open daily and serves breakfast, lunch, and dinner.

Le Sabode Makers under their process for a delicious observor. A lot of hard work goes into creating a tantalizing meal. Betty Crocker calls it a "miracle" for her family.

Quality Costs No More, It's Just Better.

Harrah's

Taste the high country Step up to Coors

还可以阅读英文报纸自然地的文本。
Tuneful telegrams profitable for melodious messenger

By JAMIEINE DARR

Schools may want to become known as the "phone call center" of the community, offering services that can profit from the "phone center".

Whether it's a "phone call" or a long-distance call, the need for a "phone center" can be profitably analyzed. The value of "phone centers" can be determined by the market in which they are offered.

The "phone center" can offer a variety of services, including: "phone call" to school districts, the library, the police department, and the fire department.

The "phone center" can be a profit center for the school district, the library, the police department, and the fire department.

The "phone center" can offer a variety of services, including: "phone call" to school districts, the library, the police department, and the fire department.

The "phone center" can be a profit center for the school district, the library, the police department, and the fire department.

The "phone center" can offer a variety of services, including: "phone call" to school districts, the library, the police department, and the fire department.

The "phone center" can be a profit center for the school district, the library, the police department, and the fire department.
Faculty show in gallery

Photos highlight exhibit

By J. R. LEWIS

The photo exhibit opened as Faculty Art Show this month is bringing in a busy, buzzword-packed era of the art world.

On a given weekday night, the Faculty Art Show exhibit is probably not noticeable by anyone as a party being thrown by an adult under the age of 21.

For the police, the party has become a trick. For the neighbors, the party usually ends a mess to be cleaned up the following morning, but for the occupants between the ages of 18-21, the party is a form of rebellion. 

Not a rebellion in the usual picture with protests, muscles and patriotism, but a rebellion against the usual Saturday night party.

Most of the occupants are between the ages 18-21, and the small town of Bakersfield is no exception.

The city is known for its arts and entertainment, and the police are forced to deal with the problem of the party and the occasional attention of neighbors, long for the solutions.

The American Broadcasting Company (ABC) has plenty of fun, but has other options.

ABC drops lower with "Fridays, Incredible"

By J. R. LEWIS

The entertainment company has been deregulated and no longer抢手 its viewers.

After years of position as the largest audience of any music video network, ABC has been relatively very little noticed by viewers.

"Fridays, Incredible," the new show to be shown on ABC, is a hit with viewers and has been very successful.

"I don't know why, but people are just flocking to this show," says the show's director.

The show is a hit with viewers and has been very successful.

"I don't know why, but people are just flocking to this show," says the show's director.

Marin County spooked in 'Serial' 
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Love and the whole expression of gratitude.
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Retiring teachers put away their books
Wessman and Ogden finalize careers at school's end

BY PAULA DAVIES
When Robert Wessman, a teacher at Bakersfield High School, was named to the Bakersfield school board in 1977, it was as a result of his career as a teacher, he earned an Administrator Credential for teaching and counseling. Wessman retired in 1980, the same year that his wife, Mary, became a Celestial Navigation Instructor. Assisted by his previous experience in marine navigation, he earned the honor of being the first person in the United States to perform the course as a civilian. Wessman has been working as a teacher at Bakersfield High School for the past 26 years.

BY PAULA DAVIES
Our last interview with Mr. Wessman at his retirement reception last month was a matter of our own choosing. We were interested in discussing the retiree's most significant achievements and how his career as a teacher and counselor has influenced him. He has been a member of the BC chapter of the California Mathematics Teachers Association, and has been a member of the West Lake Village School District Board of Education. He is currently serving as the district's interim superintendent.

O'Neill 'record book' of BC sports

BY TROY NIEUWENHOVEN
O'Neill is the most prolific teacher at Bakersfield High School, as well as the most successful. He has served as a head coach in various sports, including basketball, football, and baseball. He has been the head coach of the Bakersfield High School football team since 1975, and has been named the Western Inter-County Conference Coach of the Year three times. He has also been a site director for U.S. Olympic trials, and has been a member of the BC chapter of the California Mathematics Teachers Association.

"Gade golf team having rough time repeating as state titleholders

BY TROY NIEUWENHOVEN
When the Bakersfield High School golf team won the state championship in 1976, it was a great day for the school. The team was led by coach Don Johnson and assistant coach Bob Covell. The team had been working hard all season to prepare for the state tournament, and it paid off in the end.

The team's success was due in large part to the leadership of their coach, Don Johnson. He had been coaching the team for over 10 years, and had built a strong bond with his players. Johnson had been coaching since he was a teenager, and had been coaching high school sports for over 30 years.

"Women's swimming squad wins Metropolitan Conference title

BY TROY NIEUWENHOVEN
The Bakersfield High School swimming team won the Metropolitan Conference title last season, and is looking to repeat this year. The team has been working hard all season to prepare for the conference championship, and is looking to take home the title again.

The team is led by head coach Bob Covell, who has been coaching the team for over 30 years. He has been successful in building a strong team, and has led the team to numerous conference championships and state titles.

"Karate Club looking for interested members

BY TROY NIEUWENHOVEN
The Bakersfield High School Karate Club is looking for interested members to join the team. The club has been successful in building a strong team, and has won several tournaments over the years.

The club is led by head coach Bob Covell, who has been coaching the team for over 30 years. He has been successful in building a strong team, and has led the team to numerous conference championships and state titles.

"Ability to see, judge people examined

BY TROY NIEUWENHOVEN
The ability to see, judge people, and make decisions is an important skill that is essential in many aspects of life. This ability is often referred to as "instinct," and is often developed through experience and training.

The ability to see, judge people, and make decisions is an important skill that is essential in many aspects of life. This ability is often referred to as "instinct," and is often developed through experience and training.
Rippey retires position for Hawaiian adventure

BY WALTER GROSSMAN

Staff Writer

After three decades of service to the college and community, accomplished Clayton Rippey is set to retire from Green River Community College in Auburn.

"Rippey has had a great rapport with his students, and he's always done what he can to help them," a faculty member said. "He's always been a gentle giant."

We will miss him, we said, in conversation with Rippey on campus.

"I've always been a bit of a perfectionist," Rippey admitted. "But I've learned that life is too short to be perfect."

Rippey, who has a degree in Fine Arts, has taught ceramics at the college for over 30 years.

"I've taught ceramics for the past 30 years," Rippey said. "I've always loved teaching."

Rippey, who is also a poet, has had several poems published in local and national journals.

"I've always loved words," Rippey said. "They have a power that makes them great."

Rippey is currently in the process of writing his memoirs.

"I want to record my experiences," Rippey said. "I want to share them with others."

Rippey is due to retire in June.

"I'm excited," Rippey said. "I'm looking forward to my retirement."

Rippey is planning to travel to Hawaii for the next six months.

"I've always wanted to go to Hawaii," Rippey said. "I've heard it's a beautiful place."

Rippey is also planning to write a novel.

"I've always wanted to write a novel," Rippey said. "I've always had the idea of writing one."

Rippey is currently in the process of setting up a writing studio.

"I want to have my own writing studio," Rippey said. "I want to be able to write in peace."
Suddenly contests are more important than food

"Giveaways promote sales"

By J. R. LEWIS

One Million Wins! $10,000! We have a trip to Hong Kong. Suddenly the fate of all food allergies is available in the "Goody" world. Gone are the days when children's lunch boxes were filled with sandwiches, chips, and cookies. Today, the "Goody" world is dominated by sweet, colorful treats that are sure to brighten any child's day.

As Trees, "McDonald's is readying the contest to be part of "Food of the Future." The contest will feature new products that are designed to be both nutritious and delicious. The winner will receive a grand prize of $10,000 and a trip to Hong Kong. The contest is open to all children aged 5-12 and will run from April 28th to May 2nd.

"Point of View"

At last, Mr. Goodsell is reading the results of the "Goody" world. Nicknamed "Food of the Future," the contest is sure to be a hit among children everywhere. The contest is being sponsored by "Goody" world, and will feature new products that are sure to brighten any child's day.

"Mr. Bill's roots trace to grandaddy -- Gumby"

By GREG GOODSELL

Mr. Bill's roots trace back to grandaddy -- Gumby. Mr. Bill's great-grandfather, a clay artist, created the iconic character of Gumby in the 1950s. Since then, Gumby has become a cultural icon, and has been featured in countless films and television shows.

"Movie Review"

"Foxes" not really pretty, but still a good film

By GREG GOODSELL

Staff Writer

If the "Foxes" movie is a winner, it would be because of a series of proposals made by the film's producers. The film's producers have come up with a number of proposals that could be implemented to make the film more successful.

Easter Seals dance marathon yields prizes

By BARBARA THOMPSON

The Easter Seal Dance Marathon was held April 15, with 750 people participating. The event was a huge success, with thousands of dollars raised and awareness raised about the cause.

Counseling, registration appointments available

A limited number of appointments are available for counseling and registration. To schedule an appointment, please call 834-9200. The appointments are available on a first-come, first-served basis.

"Dorm advisors named"

By SARAH PENNELL-MURPHY

Staff Writer

The residence halls are now filled with new residents, and the dorm advisors are ready to welcome them. The advisors are responsible for helping students adjust to college life, and they are always available to answer questions and provide guidance.

"Rape clinic set at CSB"

By KATE SHEPHERD

CSB's student government has approved a motion to establish a rape clinic on campus. The clinic will provide services such as counseling and preventative education. The motion was approved by a vote of 18-0.

"Weekly Calendar"

The weekly calendar includes events such as the "Dorm advisors named," "Rape clinic set at CSB," and "Easter Seals dance marathon yields prizes." The calendar is updated weekly and is available online.

"Quality Costs No More, It's Just Better: Wickessha Jwes"
Circus Vargas: big-top traditions flourish in traveling spectacular

By RUTH RICHARDS  
Staff Writer

It's a far cry from the tentacles of the jugglers' and clowns' tent, but it is a circus, and the tent is on the ground and filled with elephants and lions. It is the day before a performance, and the circus is setting up in a field in Bakersfield. The big-top is raised, and the performers are getting ready for their show. The sun is setting, and the performers are finishing their last rehearsal.

The ticket office is open, and people are coming in to buy tickets for the show. The circus is run by Clifford Vargas and his family, and the performers are all members of the Vargas family. The circus is traditional, with acrobats, clowns, and musicians.

The performers are getting ready for their performance. The clowns are putting on their makeup, the acrobats are practicing their routines, and the musicians are tuning their instruments. The performers are all focused on their work, and the atmosphere is one of excitement and anticipation.

The sun is setting, and the performers are finishing their last rehearsal. The performers are all dressed in their costumes, and the music is playing. The performers are all ready for their show, and the excitement is building.

The sun is setting, and the performers are finishing their last rehearsal. The performers are all dressed in their costumes, and the music is playing. The performers are all ready for their show, and the excitement is building.
Clemons leaps to lofty marks
By Scott Paleyeh
Staff Writer
In the past, Clemons has been known for her track jump, but now she is also making waves in the long jump. At the recent Metro Championships, Clemons participation in the triple jump, the 800 meter dash, and her jumping ability were among the many highlights of her performance. She was one of the fourteen long jumpers to advance to the state meet. Current Baker-Bell Corey — "We're very excited to have Clemons, she's good long jumper and sprinter. In this event we usually are not as good, but we're looking to improve." While the track meet was a success, there were also some challenges. Chris DeBarber was a good jumper but was unable to participate due to injury, and several other long jumpers were unable to compete. Clemons' long jump was 23'7" and she plans to continue working on it for the upcoming state meet. With one week left in the regular season, Clemons will be looking to improve her jump and qualify for the state meet. She will be doing her best to advance to the state meet.

Foshee leads women swimmers to title
By John Massey
Staff Writer
In the swim meet against Crossroads last Tuesday, the women's swimming team scored 149 points, while the men scored 110. The team's performance was highlighted by the 400 freestyle relay, with Foshee touchscreen with a time of 3:46.5, followed by Bee Johnson (2:32.0) and Todd (1:46:95). In the 200 yard freestyle, Foshee took third place with a time of 1:55.0. The women's team also had a strong showing in the 200 freestyle, with Foshee finishing in 1:55.0. Foshee was the Iron Man in the 400 freestyle relay. The team's victory was a testament to their hard work and dedication.

Athletic scholarships
Two scholarships for women athletes are being offered to BC students. The scholarship is for women in the arts, obtained through an athletic scholarship, in the amount of $4000. This is the second year of the scholarship. In order to qualify for this scholarship, you must have a B average in the arts. For a current BC student, it is $2900.

WHAT COULD THE ARMY POSSIBLY OFFER A BRIGHT PERSON LIKE YOU?

Drop your guard for a minute... Even though you've been a two-year college right for the past 2 years, you may have many aspects of the Army that you aren't aware of, and you may have already heard about some of the benefits of an ROTC scholarship.

ROTC scholarships
If you're thinking of eventually going to a four-year college, it's not too late to start thinking about an ROTC scholarship. There are 3-year and even 4-year ROTC scholarships available. They cover tuition, books, and fees. Plus $200 a month in living allowance. Naturally, they're very competitive. Because besides helping you towards your bachelor's degree, an ROTC scholarship helps you to become a cadre or a leader in the Army. It's worth doing a serious search for.

WINDS & A CLOVER
With two years of college under your belt, you are eligible for consideration for the VCRO Officer Fitness Program. If you pass the tests and qualify, you'll be trained in 40 weeks of rigorous and challenging training. You'll learn the distinctive bars of a VFR officer. You will graduate with a senior rank of an Army officer. You'll also have at least 123 hours of flight training, 4 weeks of night training, and enhanced classroom work in aerodynamics, meteorology, and radar navigation. It's a lifetime commitment.

THIS IS THE ARMY
A few years in the Army can help you get not only the money for tuition, but also the maturity we try to instill us. The Army has a program in which money you save for college is matched 2-for-1 on the dollar. If you qualify, generous bonuses are added to that. It means about $1500 a month. You get up to $7,400 college, 3 years up to $17,000, and $24,000 up to $16,000. In addition, bonuses up to $5,000 are available for certain 6-year enlistments in selected skills. Add all that money together, and you can see how the Army can send you back to college a richer person in ways more than one.

We hope these Army opportunities have already given you as well as surprised you. Because there is indeed a lot of the Army that you can't do without. And if you are indeed a lot of the Army that you can't do without, you can see how the Army can send you back to college a better person in ways more than one.
Lovely senoritas compete for crown

With majors ranging from humanitarian to academic, hopeful queen candidates eagerly await moment of decision which will reveal who will reign over festivities for Cinco de Mayo.